WE MAKE BOATS FLY!

wFoil group
The wFoil project
the next big thing on the water

wFoil concept is two times »V«
dihedral shaped hydro foils setting
which allows swept hydro foil design
Advantages of wFoil concept

When on hydro foils, hydro drag stays the same throughout the whole speed range, only inductive and aerodynamical drag increases.

Optimal conditions for the usage of the latest propulsion systems like hydrogen, electro and hybrid (low hydro drag).
Swept hydro foil design allows us to reach greater maximum speeds than other hydro foil concepts (greater than 60 kts). wFoil concept can lift hull out of the water at low speed (5 kts).

wFoil concept allows us to design more stable, maneuverable and controllable hydro foil vessel than with other hydro foil concepts.
With wFoil concept we can load greater payload or reduce hydro foil load for greater speeds.

With wFoil concept we can easily design hydro foil vessel and hydro plane in one body. Such a boat/plane could operate in rough water as well.
We finally proved wFoil concept as the third modern hydro foil concept, on March 21st 2012 with testing in Portorož, Slovenia.
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wFoilZERO
With the help of innovative Program ZERO 12 we are searching for the 12 visionaries, partners and mentors, maybe just buyers, who have unique possibility to invest in start of production and for return they will get one of the twelve prototypes wFoil 18 Albatross ZERO.
In that way they will become the ambassadors of Albatross and wFoil boats. This would be unique marketing and the privilege for the owners of the exclusive Albatross ZERO, because we will make only 12 boutique boats from series ZERO for the whole world.

Active participation of costumers in design and manufacturing process is possible.
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wFoil 10 Raptor
wFoil 10 Raptor will be very dynamic and attractive single seat sailing hydrofoil boat based on wFoil concept.
The boat is very small (3.35m long) but very fast (more than 40kts).

We are developing complete electronic support and telemetry for our wFoil 10 Raptor. We will offer an option for sharing those data on web. We are creating completely new approach in sport and recreation sailing segment.

Wfoil 10 Raptor is currently in developing phase. Prototype is under construction.
The goal of wFoil group is to achieve the new world speed sailing record. Advantages of wFoil concept allow speed high enough to set the new world speed sailing record.
For achieving the record we are establishing nonprofit organization which will coordinate the activities and manage sponsorship funds and donations.

We are looking for general sponsor and sponsors, who will donate in material (sails, carbon, resin, molds, tools, support boats...). For the development, promotion and record breaking we will produce two wFoil sailing boats.
For us there are no borders, only horizons-
Do you feel that you are chosen for flying with us?

Would you like to enjoy a test ride? Contact us:

Tomaž Zore | +386 41 745 485 | tomaz@wfoisail.com
Brane Golubovic | +386 41 696 482 | brane@wfoilsail.com
We are ready for your call, are you ready for new waves of thinking?
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